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3,227,228 
Patented Jan. 4, 1966. United States Patent Office 

3,227,228 
ROTARY DRILLING AND BOREHOLE CORING 

APPARATUS AND METHOD 
Clyde E. Bannister, 2727 Carolina Way, Houston, Tex. 

Filed May 24, 1963, Ser. No. 283,023 
16 Claims. (C. 175-4) 

This invention pertains to the improvement of subsur 
face drilling techniques and more especially to novel ap 
paratus and method for sampling the formation (fre 
quently called coring) in a borehole drilled with a rotary 
1. : 

the prior art techniques are well known and will be 
considered just briefly to point up the unsual significance 
of the invention. - - - - - - 

It is conventional practice in certain localities to sample 
a formation at different levels in a borehole to ascertain 
the proximity of an oil bearing formation. The borehole 
is drilled by a rotary rig, a term used herein to describe 
a drill assembly having a drill string comprising drill pipe, 
drill collars, a bit, and apparatus for rotating the drill 
string in one direction during the drilling operation. Drill 
mud is pumped through the drill string and circulated up 
wards, around the drill string, to wash out cuttings, and 
is maintained at a relatively heavyweight to prevent bore 
hole cave-ins. When samples of the formation are desired 
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the drill string is removed and a side-wall sampling tool. 
is lowered on a cable. This procedure consumes consid 
erable time, since the drill pipes must be decoupled and 
stacked, and recoupled before drilling can continue. 
... In another arrangement the drill string has a special 
bit that drills and can be used to take cores by proper 
manipulation of a wire line dropped down the center of 
the drill string. The mud circulation is stopped and the 
kely is removed to gain access to the drill pipe central 
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passage. Obviously, the selection of cutting bits is limited 
if core samples have to be taken in this manner and 
cores can only be taken from the bottom of the bore 
hole. 

Recognizing the continued importance of formation 
sampling, I have devised an invention with the object 
of taking cores without the inconvenience of the time 
honored coring techniques used with rotary drilling. The 
drill string need not be removed from the hole and core 
samples can be taken at any level without interfering with 
the drilling operation. There is no need to use a special 
drill bit, leaving the operator free to make his choice 
based on performance. And, certainly not last by any 
means, a cable is not required to control the taking of 
COS 

My invention also includes a coring device having gen 
eral utility which is an improvement over the device de 
scribed and claimed in my United States Patent 2,717,760. 
The sample-taking projectile will shoot-back, i.e., return 
to the barrel or casing, irrespective of how far the pro 
jectile enters the formation, making the coring device 
useful in all types of formations. 

These and many other objects and advantages of my 
invention are accomplished in one embodiment by having 
one of the drill collars (hereinafter called a coring 
collar) in the drill string of a rotary rig contain a plu 
rality of sample-taking devices and means for firing the 
devices in response to a remotely located wave energy 
source. The wave energy can be a controlled vibration 
of the drill string, a radio wave transmission, or a pressure 
variation transmitted down the drill mud. My method 
of drilling and coring in one form involves inserting the 
unit mounting the coring devices and remotely controlled 
firing means in the drill string adjacent the bit, disposing 
the drill string in the borehole, and commencing rotary 
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2 
operation of one or more coring devices is selectively 
controlled by wave energy transmission from a remote 
location. 
The improvement of my coring device includes in one 

embodiment the arrangement of the second explosive 
means (the one that provides positive shoot-back) on the 
sample-taking projectile and the provision of means on 
the projectile to fire the second explosive means at a 
predetermined time after the explosive means fires. 
A description of my invention commences herewith, 

reference being made to the attached drawings, wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a part schematic and part pictorial presenta 

tion of a conventional rotary drilling rig showing three 
Ways of remotely controlling the firing of coring devices 
in a coring collar. 

FIG. 2 is an elevation sectional view showing partially 
in schematic form a coring collar having coring devices 
and remotely controlled firing means mounted therein. 
FIG. 3 is an elevation sectional view taken along the 

lines 3-3 of FIG. 1, illustrating one form of vibrator 
for vibrating a drill string to remotely control the firing 
of the coring devices in a coring collar. 
FIG. 4 is a horizontal sectional view taken along the 

lines 4-4 of FIG. 2, illustrating one arrangement for 
locating the firing means in a coring collar. 

FIG. 5 is a fragmentary, elevation sectional view of 
one type of drill string vibration responsive firing means 
mounted with coring devices in a coring collar. 

FIG. 6 is a fragmentary, elevation sectional view of 
one type of pressure responsive firing means mounted 
with coring devices in a coring collar. 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary, elevation sectional view of 
another type of pressure responsive firing means mounted 
with coring devices in a coring collar. 

FIG. 8 is a schematic representation of a radio trans. 
mitter for firing coring devices and a fragmentary, eleva 
tion Sectional view of a radio wave responsive firing 
means mounted with coring devices in a coring collar. 
FIG. 9 is a horizontal section of one form of my im 

proved coring device, taken along the lines 9-9 of FIG. 
2, and illustrating the arrangement of parts in the normal, 
firing position. 

FIG. 9A is an enlarged view of the locking means on 
the reaction member shown in FIG. 9. 
FIG. 10 is a horizontal section of the coring device 

illustrated in FIG. 2, taken along the same section lines 
as FIG. 9, with the parts shown in the position after cor 
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drilling. When a formation sample is to be taken the 

ing and before shoot-back. 
FIG. 11 is a horizontal section, as FIGS. 9 and 10 

with the coring device parts shown in their position after 
shoot-back. 

FIG. 12 is a horizontal section of another coring device 
suitable for use in a coring collar, illustrating the arrange 
ment of parts before firing of any explosive. 
FIG. 13 is a horizontal section of the same coring device 

as illustrated in FIG. 12, showing the arrangement of parts 
during ejection of the plug. 

FIG. 14 is an enlarged view of the check valve shown 
in FIGS. 12 and 13. 
The figures use block diagrams and schematic represen 

tations to simplify the presentation of the electrical aspects 
of my invention. In each such arrangement it must be 
recognized that several types of apparatus can be used, 
the ones suggested being merely examples of preferred 
types readily available to one skilled in the art to perform 
the desired function. Further, it is apparent to one 
skilled in the art that the mechanical apparatus can take 
Several forms and still carry out the desired function. 

In applying my invention any rotary rig can be used, 
Such as the conventional one identified by reference num 
eral 1 in FIG. 1, that includes derrick 2 from which travel 
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ing block 3 is suspended, and swivel 4 pivotally connected 
to traveling block 3 and receiving hose 5 that carries the 
drill mud 6 from standpipe 7 to drill string 8 through kelly 
9. Drill string 8 is composed of drill pipe 10 and drill 
collars 11 and a bit 12 is attached at the lower end. The 
drilling action is the result of the drill string weight ap 
plied to the bit 12 as the drill string 8 rotates in one direc 
tion in rotary table 13 motivated by a prime mover (not 
shown). The cuttings are removed from the borehole 14 
by the drill mud 6 circulated by a mud pump (not shown) 
connected at inlet pipe 15 and exhausted from the casing 
E6 at outlet pipe 17. 
The above thumbnail description of a rotary rig is 

sufficient for introducing my invention, reference being 
made to the numerous texts and articles on this subject 
for the more specific details of the operation and apparatus 
connected with a rotary rig. 
As mentioned previously, it is very important under 

some circumstances to take samples of the formation in the 
borehole 4. The conventional practice is to remove the 
drill string 8 piece-by-piece, stacking it, and lowering a 
coring tool, generally referred to as a side-wall sampler. 
A day or more can be consumed each time to take the 
samples and resume drilling, so that samples are not taken 
until the need is definitely apparent and only after a con 
siderable length of borehole has been drilled. Alterna 
tively, a special coring bit is used and the core is manipu 
lated up from within the drill string by a wire line. 

In my invention, the cores can be taken by a coring 
collar 20 in the drill string 8. The coring collar 20 mounts 
a number of coring devices 23 that are fired by a firing 
selector 22 (FIG. 2) controlled by wave energy trans 
mitted from a wave energy source at the surface to a 
receiver 23 located in coring collar 20. The coring 
devices 2 can be fired selectively at any desired forma 
tion level. 
The coring collar 20 has many of the characteristics 

of the conventional drill collar, being located adjacent the 
bit 12, having a central passage 30 for the flow of drill 
mud 6 to bit 12, and tool joints 31 and 32 at the ends to 
connect between two drill collars, or to a drill collar 1 
and the bit 12 as shown in the disclosed embodiment of 
FIG. 1. The receiver 23 and firing selector 22 can be 
stored in coring collar 20 in a number of ways, such as in 
body recesses covered with plates 33, as illustrated in 
FIG. 4, fastened to provide a water tight closure. The 
length of the coring collar 20 can be the standard 30 feet 
for a drill collar, allowing ample room to house many 
coring devices 2i and the remotely controlled firing ap 
paratus. 
The details of the illustrated improved coring device 

will be described later, but other types of coring devices 
can be used in the coring collar 20. For example only, 
the coring device describd in my United States Patent 
2,717,760 can be employed. No matter what type of 
coring device is used, each performs the function of mov 
ing a sample-taking projectile into the formation to take 
a core that can be recovered at the surface for analysis. 
In the illustrated enbodiment, coring device 21 has the 
valuable feature of retrieving the core into the coring 
collar 20. 
The compatibility of my invention to the rotary drilling 

technique is immediately apparent. A coring collar 29 
is inserted in the drill string 8, lowered with the bit 12, 
and drilling commences. When a core is desired, one or 
more of the coring devices 2 is fired and the drilling con 
tinues. Enough coring devices can be incorporated in 
the coring collar 20, or in additional coring collars, to 
take all the cores desired until the drill string has to be 
removed for other reasons. Since a bit usually needs re 
placement every 24 hours or so, the coring collar 20 can 
be replaced with another coring collar at that time and the 
cores are neatly collected for analysis. 
The coring devices 2 can be fired by several forms of 

controlled wave energy originating from Wave energy 
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4. 
sources at the surface. The wave energy can be a vibra 
tion transmitted down the drill string 8 from a vibration 
wave energy source 40 (FIG. 1), a pressure variation 
from a pressure wave energy source 41, or an electro 
magnetic transmission from a radio wave source 42. 
Each of these wave energy sources is conveniently as 
sociated with a rotary rig without interfering or signifi 
cantly delaying the operation, as will be described herein 
after. 
The vibration wave energy source 40 makes use of the 

fact that mechanical vibration travels quite readily along 
a hard body, such as drill string 8. The vibration can 
have a distinctive characteristic to prevent external vibra 
tions from duplicating the vibration and firing the coring 
devices 22. For example, this characteristic can be the 
vibration frequency, selected to avoid any natural or har 
monic vibration frequencies of the rig apparatus. Differ 
ent frequencies can be used to fire each coring device. 
Alternatively, transmission of a vibration pulse can suc 
cessively fire the coring devices. 
One typical embodiment of a mechanical vibratory 

system for firing the coring devices 21 is illustrated in 
FIGS. 1, 3, and 5. The vibratory wave energy source 40 
includes an A.C. generator 45 that has a variable frequency 
capability, with a range of 5000 to 20,000 c.p.s., for ex 
ample. The A.C. signal from the generator 45 is ampli 
fied in A.C. amplifier 46 and coupled to a vibrator 47 
attached to kelly 9. The mechanical vibrations in the 
drill string 8 are sensed by a transducer 43, preferably of 
the piezoelectric type, mounted by bracket 49 against wall 
50. The transducer output is coupled through an ampli 
fier 53 to a filter 51 having a separate band-pass filter 
channel and output for each of the frequencies selected 
to operate the coring devices. When a vibration at one 
frequency is transmitted, the filter channel and output cor 
responding to that frequency produces a sufficient signal 
to fire an electric detonator (to be pointed out later) 
on one coring device, the signal being carried over a 
separate conductor of output cable 52 to the respective 
coring devices 22. 
The vibrator 47 is illustrated in detail in FIG. 3, where 

in a frame formed by two arms 55 and 56 pivotally at 
tached by pin 70 (like a pair of pliers) is clamped 
against kelly faces 65, 66 and 67 and secured by lock 
ing bolt 57. Arm 55 is bent to provide an inner space be 
side kelly side 71 for an armature plate 58, pivotally 
mounted at one end 62, that vibrates at the frequency of 
the A.C. signal applied to coil 59 wrapped on post 61. 
A closed magnetic circuit is formed by cup 60 fixed to 
arm SS and centrally fixed post 61, both of ferromagnetic 
material, to draw armature 53 upward, as viewed in FIG. 
3, against the force of a spring 63. The armature 58 
carries a striker 64 of a hard metal that sets up the vibra 
tions in kelly 9. By disengaging the bolt 57 the arms 55 
and 56 can be spread apart to easily and quickly remove 
vibrator 47. 
Any one of coring devices 2i is fired simply by setting 

generator 45 to the appropriate frequency and closing 
switch 40 to connect the generator 45 to vibrator 47. 
The corresponding filter channel and output in coring 
collar 20 is energized to fire the associated coring device 
21. A squelch or other limiting circuit can be incorpo 
rated following the filter output to prevent firing of the 
coring device 2; unless a given vibration intensity is 
received at the coring collar 20. 
The coring devices can be fired by a pressure vibration 

having a distinctive characteristic transmitted down the 
drill mud 6. A pulse or a wave having a preset frequency 
can select which coring device is to be fired. 
One embodiment of a pressure pulse firing system is 

illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 6. The pressure pulse source 
45 fires an explosive charge 75 when switch. 76 is closed 
in a fluid filled explosion chamber 77 connected through 
valve 73 to the standpipe 7. Drill mud circulation is 
stopped, normally closed valve 78 is opened and normal 
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ly opened valves 79 and 85 in the inlet and outlet pipes 
17 and 15, respectively, are closed. The explosion creates 
a steep front, high amplitude pressure variation that 
travels down the drill mud 6 inside drill string 8 to the 
coring collar 20. 

Disposed within coring collar 20 is a pressure respon 
sive receiving means 80 (FIG. 6) that actuates a firing 
selector 81 to selectively fire the coring devices 21. The 
pressure variation flexes a diaphragm 94 disposed in the 
wall of passage 30, transmitting a force through an in 
compressible fluid 82 to a piston 83. An outward force 
(to the left as viewed in FIG. 6) is applied to piston 83 
by a spring 84 keeping contact 86 at the end of piston 
rod 87 from stationary contact 88. When the high ampli 
tude pressure variation reaches the coring collar 20, the 
contacts 86 and 88 close an energizing circuit including 
battery 89 to a solenoid 96 that operates a pawl 90 and 
rotates a ratchet wheel 91 to a new position. At each 
position of ratchet wheel 91 an attached contact arm 92 
connects with a fixed contact that closes an energizing 
circuit including battery 93 to fire the electric detonator 
in one of coring devices 21. Each pressure pulse fires 
another one of coring devices 21 as the ratchet wheel 91 
is progressively moved to new positions. 

Another form of pressure responsive receiving means 
that uses electronic techniques to duplicate the above de 
scribed electromechanical system is illustrated in FIG. 
7. The present day miniaturization of electronic com 
ponents facilitates the compact arrangement of this ap 
paratus, wherein the pressure" variation is sensed by a 
pressure responsive transducer 100, preferably a piezo 
electric device, and a voltage proportional to the pressure, 
after being amplified by amplifier 101, is coupled to a 
threshold limiter 102. The threshold limiter 102 serves 
to prevent normal pressure variations in the drill mud. 6 
from firing the coring devices 23 by producing an output 
signal only if the pressure-proportional input voltage ex 
ceeds a preset minimum. A Schmidt trigger circuit is 
one suitable type of threshold limiter, producing for each 
input pulse about a preset level an output pulse that is 
coupled to a univibrator 107 (a mono-stable multivibra 
tor) to produce a pulse that is amplified in amplifier 103. 
Each pulse activates a stepping switch 104 having an 
input to successively connect an input 105 to each of 
outputs 106, closing an energizing circuit including bat 
tery 108 for the electric detonator of one of the coring 
devices 21. 

It is apparent that the vibration wave system previous 
ly described can be modified to operate on a series of 
pulses as in the pressure responsive system embodiment 
just described with reference to FIG. 7. In such an ar 
rangement only one frequency need be used and the A.C. 
generator 45 would be connected to vibrator 47 only for 
a moment to produce each vibratory pulse. The vibra 
tion response receiver would include a band-pass filter 
preferably following amplifier 101 that responds only 
to the selected frequency. 

Another pressure wave firing system suitable for use 
in the present invention utilizes a pressure source that 
generates an alternating pressure variation at a single 
frequency in the drill mud 6. The pressure wave respon 
sive receiver includes a pressure variation transducer that 
produces an A.C. signal from the transmitted pressure 
wave, using a filter channel to fire one of the coring de 
vices. As in the mechanical vibration arrangement, other 
frequencies and filter channels can be incorporated to 
selectively fire additional coring devices 21. 
The coring devices 21 can be fired selectively using 

electromagnetic wave radio energy transmitted through 
the earth to the coring collar 20. A pulse system, similar 
to the arrangement for the pressure wave energy system 
can be used, wherein a suitable radio receiver is mounted 
in coring collar 20 to activate a stepping switch. Alter 
natively, the radio wave can be modulated with signals 
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6 
that operate receiving means in the coring collar to select 
and fire different coring devices. 
One typical embodiment of a modulated radio wave 

system is illustrated in FIG. 8, wherein a carrier, pro 
duced by radio frequency generator 120 is modulated with 
a single frequency audio signal from audio signal gen 
erator 121 by modulator 122. The modulated carrier 
is radiated by antenna 123, and picked up by radio re 
ceiver 124 in receiving antenna 127 in coring collar 20. 
The receiving antenna 127 can be embedded in a plastic 
insert in plate 33 and appropriately loaded to sufficiently 
match for the range of frequencies being used, for 
example, low frequencies in the range of 15 to 30 kilo 
cycles, or higher frequencies. After demodulation of the 
received signal the audio frequency is selected by a sepa 
rate band-pass channel infilter 125 and coupled to a sepa 
rate firing channel in control device 126 and thence to 
an electric detonator on one of the coring devices 21. 
Each control device channel has a relay (not shown) 
that is activated by the received audio signal to close a 
battery activated firing circuit. With each of coring 
devices responding to a different modulated audio signal, 
the coring devices 21 can be selectively fired. 
One embodiment of my improved coring device, illus 

trated in FIGS. 9 through 11, has the advantage of posi 
tive shoot-back of the sample-taking projectile. When 
used with the aforementioned coring collar 20 the cores 
are retrieved and conveniently stored until the drill string 
is removed. 

In my prior form of coring device, described in United 
States Patent 2,717,760, a second explosive mounted in 
the barrel or casing at the opposite end from the first ex 
plosive shoots the sample-taking projectile back. The 
firing of the second explosive is dependent on the sample 
taking projectile moving at least a given distance into the 
formation to ignite a powder train housed in the casing. 
In especially hard formations the projectile may not have 
a sufficient distance, even though an adequate sample is 
taken, to fire the second explosive. And, even if the 
projectile moves far enough to just fire the second explo 
sive, a large chamber volume is present, diminishing the 
initial shoot-backforce on the projectile. 

In accordance with my improved coring device, the 
Second explosive means and means for firing same at a 
predetermined time after the first explosive fires are car 
ried by the sample-taking projectile. No matter how 
far the projectile moves the second explosive is fired and 
exerts a substantial shoot-back force. 

. With specific reference to FIG. 9, one embodiment of 
my improved coring device 21 is mounted in coring collar 
20 disposed in borehole 150. The coring device casing 
151 is annular, having one end 152 that firmly seats in an 
inside wall recess 155 of coring collar 20 and an opposite 
end 156 threaded to engage with mating threads 153 
in the wall of coring collar aperture 154, thereby pro 
viding easy access for removal of the coring device 24. 
The coring device casing 151 is constructed of a heavy 
metal and of sufficient size to prevent expansion due to 
the explosions therein. 

Disposed within coring device casing 51 is the sample 
taking projectile 160 having cylindrical head 161 and 
a narrower cylindrical body 62 extending axially through 
and supported by an annular plug. 163 threaded into the 
opening at casing end 152. A suitable seal, such as O 
ring 164, between the body 162 and plug 163 prevents 
drill mud 6 from entering. Samples are taken by the hol 
low end 165 of body 162, which is closed by a plug 166 
to prevent drill mud 6 from entering but sufficiently flex 
ible to bend inwardly and to be forced into the projectile 
hollow with the formation sample (see FIG. 11), as air 
or fluid therein escapes through ports 67. Air or fluid 
can pass only out from the hollow of body 62 through 
ports 167 due to check valves 250 composed of a flat 
spring 253 attached at one end in a recess 252 by fastener 
254. Coring collar 20 has an aperture that receives the 
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body end 165 and allows movement into a formation. 
Movement of projectile head 161 past the check valves 
20 is prohibited by a lock ring 211 retained in a slot in 
the inner casing wall just adjacent the check valves 210 
and after lip 191. 
The projectile 160 is propelled into the formation by 

a packaged charge of explosive 170 disposed in the closed 
casing end 155 adjacent head 161, the explosive 17 being 
fired by an electric detonator 17 activated with a current 
received over cable 72 recess mounted in the outer wall 
of coring collar 20. Air or fluid forward of the head 
161 escapes through check valves 210 in ports 183 at 
the casing end E52 that allow fluid to flow out but not 
into casing 15. 
The check valves 210 can be of several conventional 

constructions. FIGS. 9 and 14 illustrate the details of 
one form of suitable check valve and the other figures 
show the check valves 210 in schematic form. 

Fluid from within casing 15 moves a pop valve mem 
ber 216 away from a seat 217 threaded in part 183. The 
valve member 216 is supported in a spider 218 threaded 
in part 183 and having ports 219 for the fluid to pass 
through. A closing force provided by a helical spring 25 
holds valve member 26 against seat 217 to prevent fluid 
from outside casing 5 from passing into casing 15. 
When explosive E79 is fired, vent ports 173 in casing end 

156 are closed by an annular sleeve 174 axially disposed 
within casing 5 about projectile 160, as shown in FIG. 
9, and a tight gas seal is provided by suitable means, such 
as O-ring 175 in the outer circumference of head 61. 
The aforementioned parts in coring device 21 take the 
position shown in FIG. 10 after the explosive 76 is fired. 
The projectile 160 carries an annular packed charge 

of explosive 77 immediately adjacent the opposite side 
of head 161 from explosive 170, which is fired by a delay 
fuse 178, such as an impregnated cloth or black powder 
train, being ignited at one end by the explosion of ex 
plosive 170 and firing explosive 77 at a predetermined 
time later. 
The projectile 169 also carries an annular reaction 

member 80 that moves with projectile 16 in the forward 
direction but is slidable on body 162 and relative to sleeve 
174, with a gas seal provided by O-rings 181, to allow 
the reaction member 180 to move separately relative to 
sleeve 174 and projectile 160 after explosive 177 is fired. 

Reaction member 180 includes a locking means 134 
composed of separate pins 89 that slide freely in radial 
passages 187 (see FIG. 9A) opening to sleeve 74 and 
having tapered heads 135 (see FIG. 9A) that can engage 
in circumferential slots 186 in the inner wall of sleeve 
174. As shown only in FIG. 9A, the passages i87 have 
tooth-shaped walls 95 arranged to permit free radial 
outward movement of a pin attached flexible washer 88 
but to prevent rearward movement, thereby firmly lock 
ing the pins 189 to sleeve 174. 

After the predetermined time delay controlled by delay 
fuse 178, the projectile 160 will be in some forward posi 
tion, such as shown in FIG. 10, the explosive 177 fires 
and forces reaction member 80 towards casing end 152. 
Explosion gases enter through separate ports 199 to act 
on the rear of each of pins 89, forcing them radially 
outward, and very quickly lodging them firmly in one 
of sleeve slots 86. Then sleeve 174 moves a Small dis 
tance towards casing end 152 to engage a lip 191 in the 
inner wall of casing 351, aligning sleeve ports 96 with 
vent ports 173 at casing end 156, permitting the gases 
from the explosion to escape. The reaction member i80 
cannot move further in the direction of casing end 152 
and the explosive gases force projectile head 161 rear 
ward, towards casing end 156, withdrawing the projectile 
body 62 from the formation. 

FIG. 11 illustrates the position of the coring device 
parts after the projectile with the core therein has been 
retrieved. 
Another embodiment of my improved coring device is 
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shown in FIGS. 12, 13 and 14. In this arrangement the 
number of parts is reduced and the gases from the first 
explosive are exhausted from a port, irrespective of how 
far the projectile moves, by opening the port at a prede 
termined time after the explosion of the first explosive. 

Several of the parts are the same as in the embodiment 
shown in FIGS. 9 through 11 and bear the same refer 
ence numerals. 
The sleeve 74 is eliminated and the projectile 169 

fits slidably within the casing 15i, O-ring 175 sealing the 
head 161 against the inner casing wall. The projectile 
160 carries the explosive 171 and locking means 84 as 
described previously in detail, the slots E86 being in the 
inner wall of casing 15. 

Gases are vented from within casing 5 through one 
way check valves 200 during the forward movement of 
projectile 60. The gases from the explosion of ex 
plosive 70 are exhausted by blowing out a conical frus 
trum shaped metal plug 291 disposed in tapered port 
205 in casing end 56 with the larger diameter side facing 
within casing 15. The plug 201 is surrounded by a 
packaged ring of explosive 202 disposed in a circumferen 
tial groove 215 and connected to one end of delay fuse 
203. The opposite end of delay fuse 263 connects with 
explosive 70 and is ignited at the same time. Plug 201 
has an eccentric outer lip 24 that causes plug 26 to 
travel out of alignment with the port 205, reducing the 
possibility that the plug 201 will be reinserted as the 
projectile 60 moves rearward during shoot-back. 
The time relation of the explosions is controlled by 

the delay fuses 78 and 203. The explosive 370 fires 
and ignites one end of delay fuses 78 and 203. After 
a predetermined time period the explosive 202 fires, eject 
ing plug 201. The projectile 60 may have completed 
taking a sample by that time. Next, the explosive 17 
fires, shooting the projectile 160 back, as the gases from 
explosive 170 escapes out of port 205. Thus, the time 
delay of fuse 203 is shorter than fuse 178. 
The locking means 184 functions as described previ 

ously, the only difference being that the slots 134 are in 
casing 15 and pins 189 lock reaction member 189 and 
casing 151 together. 
The disclosed embodiments of my invention are pre 

sented merely as examples of suitable apparatuses and 
methods. Changes, modifications and other embodiments 
arranged in accordance with the teaching of my invention 
are part of my claimed invention as defined in the ap 
pended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A well drilling and core sampling mechanism, com 

prising, 
a rotary rig including a drill string having a cutting 

bit and drill collars at one end, 
a coring collar in said drill string having mounted 

therein a plurality of sample-taking devices and 
means for firing said devices, 

said firing means comprising a receiving means 
responsive to transmission of wave energy from 
a remote source to selectively fire said devices, 

source means to be disposed at a remote location 
for providing transmission of said wave energy. 

2. Apparatus as described in claim i, wherein, 
said source means produces wave energy which is a 

substantial pressure variation transmitted through the 
drill mud to said receiving means that responds to 
said pressure variation to fire at least one of said 
devices. 

3. Apparatus as described in claim 1, wherein, 
said source means produces wave energy which is a 

mechanical vibration coupled to said drill string to 
which said receiving means responds to actuate at 
least one of said devices. 

4. Apparatus as described in claim , wherein, 
said source means produces wave energy which is a 
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radio transmission to which said receiving means 
responds to actuate at least one of said devices. 

5. Apparatus as described in claim.1, wherein, 
said source means produces wave energy which is a 

pressure pulse set up by exploding a charge in the 
drill mud and said receiving means includes a pres 
Sure sensitive means that actuates a stepping switch 
means to Successively fire said devices. 

6. Apparatus as described in claim 1, wherein, 
said source means produces wave energy which is a 

radio transmission having selected modulation fre 
quencies that energize said receiving means to fire 
different ones of said devices. 

7. Apparatus as described in claim 1, wherein, 
said source means produces wave energy which is a 

mechanical vibration of a selected frequency that is 
transmitted down the drill string to said receiving 
means that includes a frequency sensitive means 
responsive to said mechanical vibration to fire at 
least one of said devices. 

8. A well drilling and core sampling mechanism, com 
prising, 

a rotary rig including a drill string having a cutting 
bit and drill collars at one end, 

a coring collar in said drill string having a plurality 
of sample-taking devices including means that re 
trieve the core sample into said coring collar, and 
means in said coring collar for selectively firing 

said devices in response to a remotely located 
Wave energy source, i. 

Source means to be disposed at a remote location 
for providing transmission of said wave energy. 

9. The apparatus as described in claim 8, wherein, 
said coring devices are propelled outward and retrieved 

by explosive charges. 
10. The apparatus as described in claim 8, wherein, 
said source means produces wave energy which is a 

pressure variation transmitted through the drill mud. 
11. The apparatus as described in claim 8, wherein, 
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said source means produces wave energy which is a 

radio transmission. 
12. The apparatus as described in claim 8, wherein, 
said source means produces wave energy which is a 

mechanical vibration transmitted down the drill 
string. 

13. A method of taking samples from a borehole wall, 
comprising the steps of, 

inserting a unit having a number of coring devices in 
the drill string of a rotary rig, 

disposing said drill string in the borehole, 
commencing drilling in said borehole, 
initiating operation of the core devices at desired levels 
by controlled wave, energy transmission from a re 
mote location. 

... 14. The method as described in claim 13, wherein, 
Selective initiation of said coring devices is controlled 
by radio transmission. 

15. The method as described in claim 13, wherein, 
selective initiation of said coring devices is controlled 
by pressure variation transmitted through the drill 
mud. 

16. The method as described in claim 13, wherein, 
Selective initiation of said coring devices is controlled 
by vibration transmitted down the drill string. 
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